TerraXYZ Updates iPad Travel App Mood Trips Angkor! On The Appstore
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Create on iPad, send to phone!
Mood Trips Angkor! version 1.5, now enables users to email trip maps with Google pins to a smartphone.
Create on iPad and send to a phone!
Online PR News â€“ 13-September-2015 â€“ TerraXYZ (terraxyz.com) has updated Mood Trips Angkor, with
an enhanced tag interface and full screen starter maps which tap into the larger form factor of the iPad for
quick overview and comparison. For mobility, users can now send trip maps with Google pins to any
smartphone.
Â
The essential concept of the launch version of the app is unchanged. Trips are based on a collection of 'mood
themes' and GPS maps have time-stamped spots linked to sunset time. However, it is now easier to select a
trip or spots, based on tags- walking, sitting, mysterious, cozy etc. Need to find temples which have artistic
reliefs or a pond? Just tap a tag!
Â
Major changes in version 1.5
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1. The Email Map action now sends Google Pin URLs along with the graphic map. Ideal for users who just
need to take their phone on the trips, but get the full advantage of the iPad while planning.
2. Quick Tag Interface: to help choose the right trip or spots which match commute options or mood.
3.. First Maps- simple one sheet map-charts with 1,2,3 steps for Siem Reap, Angkor areas, and Phnom
Penh.
4. Trip Preview cards have an overview card to compare trips, time and view spot names instantly.
5. Annotated help screens and more gestures.
Â
Mood Trips Angkor is available for the iPad on Apples Appstore. The app is priced at $4.99 but the update for
users of version 1.0 is free. Requires iOS 7.1 or higher.
Â
TerraXYZ is committed to the iPad as a platform for content driven travel solutions. The company is looking
forward to adapt to higher resolution content for the upcoming iPad Pro and tvOS as announced by Apple, as
it reinforces the iPad as a compelling platform for content creation and interaction.
Â
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